
CHAPTER 9

Cellular Respiration: 
Harvesting Chemical Energy



9.1

 Metabolic pathways that release energy are 
exergonic and considered catabolic pathways.

 Fermentation: partial degradation of sugars that 
occurs w/out the help of O2

 Cellular respiration: O2 is consumed as a reactant 
along w/ the sugar

 more efficient



9.1

 Cellular respiration occurs in the mitochondria

 Organic +     O2  Carbon + H2O + Energy

compounds dioxide

 C6H12O6 + 6O2  6CO2 + 6H2O + Energy



Two types of phosphorylation occur in cellular 

respiration…

 Substrate-level phosphorylation: direct transfer of 

a phosphate to ADP by an enzyme

 Glycolysis

 Krebs Cycle

 Oxidative phosphorylation: the energy released 

at each step of ETC is used to make ATP through 

redox rxns. and ATP synthase 

 accounts for 90% of generated ATP during respiration



9.2 – Glycolysis

 Glycolysis means “splitting of sugar”

glucose (6C) 2 pyruvate (3C)

10 steps of glycolysis each with their own enzyme 
are broken down into two phases:

energy investment – spend 2 ATP to phosphorylate

energy payoff - 4 ATP and 2 NAD+ are reduced 
to NADH

Net energy yield: 2 ATP and 2 NADH which goes 
to ETC

ALL organisms use regardless of performing 
aerobic or anaerobic respiration 



9.3 – Krebs Cycle / Citric Acid Cycle (CAC)

 Fate of products from glycolysis depends on 

whether O2 is present or not 

 O2 not present cell will undergo fermentation

 O2 present, E stored in pyruvate can be converted to 

ATP, NADH, and FADH2 through the CAC

 Pyruvate MUST BE converted before it enters the CAC



9.3 – CAC / Krebs cycle

 Each pyruvate (3C) enters the mitochondria through 

active transport (requires E) and is converted to acetyl 

CoA (2C)

 How does this work? 

1.) carboxyl group on pyruvate is removed & released as 

CO2 - leaving acetate (2C) ***1st time CO2 released

2.) e- passed from acetate (thanks to an enzyme) reducing 

NAD+
 NADH

3.) Coenzyme A attaches to acetate forming acetyl CoA –

which will enter the CAC to be fully oxidized



9.3

 CAC / Krebs cycle – occurs in the matrix

 8 steps, each catalyzed by a specific enzyme, here are 
some highlights…

 Acetyl CoA (2C) enters CAC to be oxidized  (lose e-) 

 Remaining 2 CO2 released – completes the oxidation of glucose

 e- transferred to 3 NAD+ (reduced)  3 NADH 

 e- transferred  to 1 FAD (reduced)  1 FADH2

 1 ADP is phosphorylated  1 ATP

 2x these products – there are two molecules of pyruvate 
converted to Acetyl CoA



9.4 – Electron Transport Chain

 e- removed from food during 

glycolysis and Krebs are 

transferred by NADH and 

FADH2 to the ETC

 Cristae: inner membrane folding 

of the mitochondria in euks

 increases surface area for more 

ETC reactions – structure/function

 Plasma/cell membrane of proks



How many high energy molecules 

are entering the ETC?

 Glycolysis – 2 NADH

 Pyruvate conversion – 2 NADH

 CAC – 6 NADH and 2 FADH2

 Grand total to the ETC…

 10 NADH and 2 FADH2



9.4

 Most of the e- carriers in the ETC are proteins called 

cytochromes

 e- from NADH and FADH2 “fall down” the ETC with 

oxygen being the final e- acceptor and H2O being 

generated 

 Switch between reduced and oxidize at each step

 NADH and FADH2 enter the ETC at different steps

 Results in different ATP production for each molecule



9.4

 Each NADH = 3 ATP

 Each FADH2 = 2 ATP

 ETC makes no ATP directly.  

 It moves e- from food to oxygen breaking the E drop to 

manageable amounts.

 Builds H+ gradient which is used to make ATP

 Where else have we seen this happen? 



9.4

 ATP synthase is found in the inner membrane 

surface

 Recall that it makes ATP from ADP and Pi

 Only place for H+ to escape

 uses proton-motive force (H+ gradient) to do work 

which is to synthesize ATP – AKA chemiosmosis



9.4

 Chemiosmosis is also found in the chloroplasts

 ATP is generated during photosynthesis

 light drives both e- flow down the ETC and H+ gradient 

formation



9.4 – After all is said and done we 

should have 38 ATP

 More accurately 36 ATP are formed when we 
consider…

 Phosphorylation and redox rnxs are not coupled – we 
round the number of ATP produced for each NADH to 3  
and FADH2 2 (more like 2.5-3.3 and 1.5-2 respectively)

 NADH is hard to get in to the mitochondria from cytosol 
– shuttle to get it in varies by cell (NAD+ or FAD) –
more ATP if shuttled in by NAD+

 The ATP made by H+ gradient created by ETC can be 
used for other processes (remember active transport of 
pyruvate in to the mitochondria)



9.5 – Anaerobic Respiration and 

Fermentation

 During glycolysis, glucose is oxidized into 2 

molecules of pyruvate

 Happens w/ OR w/o oxygen – for all organisms 

 Fate of pyruvate depends on presence of oxygen

 w/o – anaerobic respiration OR fermentation

 w/ - Krebs Cycle (more on this later) 

 w/o  oxygen, the energy still stored in pyruvate is 

unavailable to cells

 Need to regenerate e- NAD+



Anaerobic Respiration &  Fermentation

 w/o  oxygen, the energy still stored in pyruvate is 

unavailable to cells

 Need O2 to breakdown further

 Need to regenerate e- acceptor NAD+

 Two types of fermentation

 Lactic Acid Fermentation (LAF)

 Alcoholic Fermentation



9.5 Alcoholic Fermentation 

 Alcohol fermentation: pyruvate  ethanol

process used to make beer, wine, and bread 

 2 step process to regenerate NAD+

 CO2 is released from pyruvate creating acetaldehyde 

 carbonation in beer, wine, rising of bread

 acetaldehyde reduced by NADH creating ethyl alcohol

 regenerate NAD+ for glycolysis 



9.5 – Organisms that rely on Fermentation

 Facultative anaerobes: yeasts and bacteria that 

can make enough ATP to survive using either 

fermentation or respiration

 Obligate anaerobes: cannot survive in presence of 

oxygen use fermentation or glycolysis as the sole 

source of ATP



9.5 – Primitive metabolic pathway 

 Ancient prokaryotes probably used anaerobic 

respiration and fermentation before oxygen was 

present in the atmosphere

 Also, glycolysis does not require mitochondria to 

occur



9.6 – Other sources of ATP

 Fats, proteins, and complex carbs can all be used to 

make ATP

 They enter cellular respiration at different steps 

 Fats can be broken into “monomers”

 glycerol can be converted and can enter glycolysis

 fatty acids can be converted into acetyl CoA to enter 

Krebs

 Lots of E associated with the e- available in H



9.6

 Proteins must be broken down to individual amino 

acids

 which enter glycolysis or the Krebs cycle after some 

conversions

 or they are then used to build proteins for the organism

 Complex carbohydrates can be hydrolyzed to form 

glucose monomers to enter into glycolysis

 Lots of E associated with the e- available in H



9.6

 Metabolism works on supply and demand!!!!

 If there are too many…

 carbs and fats are converted to fats through different 

stages of glycolysis and the Krebs cycle

 We will store fat even if we have a fat free diet by 

converting intermediated made in glycolysis to the 

precursor for fat. 



9.6

 Cellular respiration is controlled by feedback 

mechanisms

 Feedback inhibition: end products inhibit the 

enzymes that catalyze the early steps of the 

process

 Phosphofructokinase (PFK) – pacemaker enzyme for 

glycolysis

 High [ATP] and [citrate] – slows glycolysis inhibits PFK

 Low [ATP] and high [AMP] – speeds up glycolysis 

promotes PFK


